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 See what the researchers who make the vaccines have to say. It'll open your eye. And definitely not any
lawmakers'.It really is out of the question to estimate the true value of Dr O'Shea's function. His review of
the history of the vaccination sector is vastly more thorough than that taught in medical schools and
decisively more balanced.The book is written within an easy-to-understand language as well, not the med-
speak within medical journals. It addresses the important vaccine occasions of days gone by year, which
have been kept out of most media.It is not an anti-vaccine textbook. It really is and only any vaccines which
have shown to be 100% safe, effective, and required when tested by independent, third-party research that's
wholly unconnected with vaccine manufacturers.Since thus many doctors don't vaccinate their very own
kids, perhaps it isn't a good idea to get most your information regarding vaccines from advertising or from
individuals offering them.The parent's definitive book on vaccine problems - a complete vaccine education.
Only then will you have what you need to make an informed decision about how exactly to best look after
your child. That responsibility is certainly yours. Not your doctor's. Not the FDA's. This book is written for
everybody concerned about the health and well-becoming of their kids and of themselves. -David Ayoub,
MD So if you're having the slightest doubts about the basic safety of the vaccines you're about to give your
child, get the reality, from the most reliable vaccine book on the market."This vaccination book is
meticulously documented with almost 300 references, and will not represent special interests. It's all there:
the substances of vaccines, vaccine unwanted effects, the risks of vaccines, autism and vaccines, HPV
vaccine, vaccine cover-ups."Whether or not to vaccinate your child is arguably the most important decision
you can ever lead to them.
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It is full of excellent specifics and arguments that everyone should ponder prior to making .. Google it before
you buy! It sounds too much like conspiracy theory and made me question whether I'd be reading an
established way to obtain good information. It really is full of excellent facts and arguments that everyone
should ponder prior to making this very important choice for his or her children. He doesn't have an
understanding of fundamental high school-level chemistry, and he doesn't accept that germs trigger diseases.
In every other business, the maker is held accountable for just about any defect or failing of product & most
especially for any and all damages or death due to using the product. Don't be see your face! Don't risk your
children's future without first educating yourself on this hot topic.It really is even more important in the
event that you live in California. They're attempting to take away our to choose whats greatest for our
children. Freedom has been stripped from us! Shouldn't most of us inform ourselves and then make public
policy from knowledge rather than permitting others with vested curiosity make those choices for us?A
significant study of the topic reveals the countless serious flaws of the "principles" that vaccines are based
on. O'She's book is the place to begin." You may make up your very own mind on vaccinations, but
everyone should at least end up being educated on the topic.To the writer: though I do believe that you need
to cover the chance that special passions are employing fear tactics like the ebola or measles scare to create
money. I believe this book should be read by every few before having children. Must have/must read
ESSENTIAL read before you make any decision for or against vaccination. It has been time consuming but
with the incentive of knowing the reality. I'm still haven't carried out as much study as I should concerning
vaccinations, but I know that I must dig deeper. This book should present the facts and make smart
arguments against the interpersonal brainwashing that we all obtain. but I would suggest to anyone who is
thinking about learning more. " It is in every child's best interest their parents browse this book since it gives
... Without a sensible assessment of what the scientific/medical studies truthfully document, the debates on
vaccination causes a "knee-jerk" reaction - an extremely emotional response. Many people never take time
to study this topic but rather assume vaccines are secure, are necessary to prevent disease, do not have
serious side-results and are designed. His biting commentaries are worth the read. How else could vaccine
producers get a free move from law suits? They just fall down the path of accepted policy. If you're
searching for real proof to sway you either way or that supports the anti-vax position, look elsewhere. Can it
be as the CDC has financial interests in several vaccines? I don't know about you but I am not a COW to
become sacrificed for the good of the herd, nor our my children! I have spent the last 35 years researching
vaccinations in medical libraries reading the a huge selection of studies available to anyone willing to make
an effort. I really do however fear that many who would benefit from that info won't continue. Dr. O'Shea
has taken a lot of those 35 years and condensed them into a extremely readable book, a person with a serious
desire to know the reality should read. Five Stars Awesome book that was recommended to me by sister-in-
law. The press, doctors, government organizations and medical institutions preach the security and
effectiveness of vaccines however they all toe-the-range of the pharmaceutical companies. He backs his
discussions with peer-reviewed research from medical journals and other sources showing once more the
subject of vaccines is not a closed case as purported within the medical community. It is atlanta divorce
attorneys child's best interest their parents examine this book as it gives them a factual insight, not an
psychological response, to the risks and dangers vaccines present. Immunization are events in one's life
designed to naturally build resistance to potential pathogenic micro-organisms.. Vaccination is the attempt to
artificially induce immunization through unnatural means thereby rendering one's immune system to be in
"hyper-activity" throughout one's existence. The author regularly makes assertions without documenting
them or offering any evidence to support them. Why would one's disease fighting capability attack the
"host"? Personally i think duped that for years I blindly paid attention to the "professionals. Get our heads
out of your derriere and take the time to thoroughly research this subject, especially if you are a parent. Dr. I
am an intelligent, educated man that believes in free choice for all of us and demands it for me and my



family! This book is crucial read even if you are . I don't look after overly biased authors, which one is quite
passionate, but each and every study comes in the trunk of the reserve to research, so the writer isn't just
stating his opinion. It is very dependent on one's nutritional status and immediate environment. I am
completely taking pleasure in reading, understanding and Studying what I may have already been conned
into before being educated.. I appeared up many of the actual studies online and was shocked that many of
the agencies that advocate vaccines actually indite themselves within their own research. It worries me that
so many doctors have no idea some of these specifics in studies from The American Medical Association
and others. It generally does not, it really is attacking left-over items found in vaccines - heavy metals,
adjuvants, aborted fetus DNA/RNA and additional proteins. Don't you desire the same for your loved ones?
It is unfortunate that the book is pricey. He takes on the "myths" of vaccination and brings to light the
studies disproving much of the false reporting in the media and the ones with a vested curiosity have. Good
read. The author did a fantastic job researching this subject matter and citing his sources After scanning this
book, I cannot imagine how anyone could believe that vaccinations are 100% safe. The author did a fantastic
job researching this subject and citing his resources. Great, easy read, plenty of info This is an easy to learn
book with a whole lot of information. I think it's an excellent beginners book to information regarding
vaccination. I want you would put this topic near the back and allow reader know that you are presenting
theory and save the front of your publication for the more logical discussion found later in your publication.
I make an effort to recommend this book to my family, but they're not really at a questioning stage... Having
stated this, after thoughtfully reading your book, I am leaning towards believing you in relation to
"following a money. It's filled with sited sources and an understanding of biology. This book gives good
documentation as to the reasons this is not the case, and gives good reason for maintaining a right to choose
atlanta divorce attorneys case. Waste of period - deceptive, unscientific, and filled with misinformation In
case you are already anti-vax, then I'm sure you'll love this book. There are hundreds of clinical research
demonstrating the failure and serious side-effects due to vaccines, yet they're protected by the government.
So called "autoimmune" disease is definitely one consequence of vaccination. What citations he does
provide consists primarily of internet content articles and the discredited and established fraud Andrew
Wakefield. The author downplays the legitimate risk that illnesses like polio, measles, tetanus, and the flu
pose. Yet, few people achieve this. If that doesn't discredit the reserve enough right there, I don't what does.
He under no circumstances explains what can cause diseases, but it's not at all bacteria or infections. His
logic is fairly self-contradictory in several places in regards to this point as well. The author spreads outright
lies in regards to drug trials, how vaccines work, how viruses function, and more. 60$ is too much money
for this book especially given ... 60$ is too much money for this book especially given all the typos. He
consistently refers to Andrew Wakefield as Dr. Wakefield despite the fact that he previously his medical
license revoked for fraudulently linking vaccinations and autism.. I am glad that I thought we would
continue reading because you cover some amazing information following this topic. Vaccinations are not all
necessary This book says it all in an exceedingly professional and logical manner about the inherent dangers
and corruption apparent with the mindset that continues to keep (out of fear) that all prescribed vaccinations
are safe and necessary. I don't consent 100% with everything written, due to its secular view, but there are
facts presented even though. This book is crucial read even though you are just researching information on
vaccinations. I will be passing this on and hoping to educate others.
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